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Abstract

State-of-the-art detection systems are generally evalu-
ated on their ability to exhaustively retrieve objects densely
distributed in the image, across a wide variety of appear-
ances and semantic categories. Orthogonal to this, many
real-life object detection applications, for example in re-
mote sensing, instead require dealing with large images that
contain only a few small objects of a single class, scattered
heterogeneously across the space. In addition, they are of-
ten subject to strict computational constraints, such as lim-
ited battery capacity and computing power.

To tackle these more practical scenarios, we propose
a novel flexible detection scheme that efficiently adapts to
variable object sizes and densities: We rely on a sequence
of detection stages, each of which has the ability to predict
groups of objects as well as individuals. Similar to a de-
tection cascade, this multi-stage architecture spares com-
putational effort by discarding large irrelevant regions of
the image early during the detection process. The ability
to group objects provides further computational and mem-
ory savings, as it allows working with lower image resolu-
tions in early stages, where groups are more easily detected
than individuals, as they are more salient. We report ex-
perimental results on two aerial image datasets, and show
that the proposed method is as accurate yet computation-
ally more efficient than standard single-shot detectors, con-
sistently across three different backbone architectures.

1. Introduction
As a core component of natural scene understanding,

object detection in natural images has made remarkable
progress in recent years through the adoption of deep con-
volutional networks. A driving force in this growth was the
rise of large public benchmarks, such as PASCAL VOC [5]
and MS COCO [15], which provide extensive bounding box
annotations for objects in natural images across a large di-
versity of semantic categories and appearances.

However, many real-life detection problems exhibit dras-
tically different data distributions and computational re-
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Figure 1. Recent benchmarks and challenges highlight the task of
detecting small objects in aerial views, in particular for real-life
low-resource scenarios [21, 26, 38, 34, 26, 1]. The data distribu-
tion and computational constraints for such tasks often vastly dif-
fer from state-of-the-art benchmarks, for instance MS COCO [15].

quirements, for which state-of-the-art detection systems are
not well suited, as summarized in Figure 1. For exam-
ple, object detection in aerial or satellite imagery often re-
quires localizing objects of a single class, e.g., cars [37],
houses [19] or swimming pools [31]. Similarly, in biomed-
ical applications, only some specific objects are relevant,
e.g. certain types of cells [35]. Moreover, input images in
practical detection tasks are often of much higher resolu-
tion, yet contain small and sparsely distributed objects of
interest, such that only a very limited fraction of pixels is
actually relevant, while most academic benchmarks often
contain more salient objects and cluttered scenes. Last but
not least, detection speed is often at least as important as
detection accuracy for practical applications. This is partic-
ularly apparent when models are meant to run on embed-
ded devices, such as autonomous drones, which have lim-
ited computational resources and battery capacity.

In this work, we propose ODGI (Object Detection with
Grouped Instances), a top-down detection scheme specifi-
cally designed for efficiently handling inhomogeneous ob-
ject distributions, while preserving detection performance.
Its key benefits and components are summarized as follows:

(i) a multi-stage pipeline, in which each stage selects only
a few promising regions to be analyzed by the next
stage, while discarding irrelevant image regions.



(ii) Fast single-shot detectors augmented with the ability
to identify groups of objects rather than just individual
objects, thereby substantially reducing the number of
regions that have to be considered.

(iii) ODGI reaches similar accuracies than ordinary single-
shot detectors while operating at lower resolution be-
cause groups of objects are generally larger and easier
to detect than individual objects. This allows for a fur-
ther reduction of computational requirements.

We present the proposed method, ODGI, and its training
procedure in Section 3. We then report main quantitative
results as well as several ablation experiments in Section 4.

2. Related work

Cascaded object detection. A popular approach to object
detection consists in extracting numerous region proposals
and then classifying them as one of the object categories of
interest. This includes models such as RFCN [3], RCNN
and variants [7, 8, 2], or SPPNet [9]. Proposal-based meth-
ods are very effective and can handle inhomogeneously dis-
tributed objects, but are usually too slow for real-time us-
age, due to the large amount of proposals generated. Fur-
thermore, with the exception of [25], the proposals are gen-
erally class-independent, which makes these methods more
suitable for general scene understanding tasks, where one
is interested in a wide variety of classes. When targetting
a specific object category, class-independent proposals are
wasteful, as most proposal regions are irrelevant to the task.

Single-shot object detection and Multi-scale pyramids.
In contrast, single-shot detectors, such as SSD [17], or
YOLO [22, 23, 24], split the image into a regular grid of
regions and predict object bounding boxes in each grid cell.
These single-shot detectors are efficient and can be made
fast enough for real-time operation, but only provide a good
speed-versus-accuracy trade-off when the objects of inter-
est are distributed homogeneously on the grid. In fact, the
grid size has to be chosen with worst case scenarios in
mind: in order to identify all objects, the grid resolution
has to be fine enough to capture all objects even in image
regions with high object density, which might rarely occur,
leading to numerous empty cells. Furthermore, the number
of operations scales quadratically with the grid size, hence
precise detection of individual small objects in dense clus-
ters is often mutually exclusive with fast operation. Recent
work [16, 30, 20, 17, 18, 36] proposes to additionally ex-
ploit multi-scale feature pyramids to better detect objects
across varying scales. This helps mitigate the aforemen-
tioned problem but does not suppress it, and, in fact, these
models are still better tailored for dense object detection.

Orthogonal to this, ODGI focuses on making the best of
the given input resolution and resources and instead resort

to grouping objects when individual small instances are too
hard to detect, following the paradigms that “coarse predic-
tions are better than none”. These groups are then refined in
subsequent stages if necessary for the task at hand.

Speed versus accuracy trade-off. Both designs in-
volve intrinsic speed-versus-accuracy trade-offs, see for in-
stance [10] for a deeper discussion, that make neither of
them entirely satisfactory for real-world challenges, such as
controlling an autonomous drone [38], localizing all objects
of a certain type in aerial imagery [1] or efficiently detecting
spatial arrangements of many small objects [32].

Our proposed method, ODGI, falls into neither of these
two designs, but rather combines the strength of both in a
flexible multi-stage pipeline: It identifies a small number of
specific regions of interest, which can also be interpreted
as a form of proposals, thereby concentrating most of its
computations on important regions. Despite the sequential
nature of the pipeline, each individual prediction stage is
based on a coarse, low resolution, grid, and thus very ef-
ficient. ODGI’s design resembles classical detection cas-
cades [14, 27, 33], but differs from them in that it does
not sequentially refine classification decisions for individ-
ual boxes but rather refines the actual region coordinates.
As such, it is conceptually similar to techniques based on
branch-and-bound [12, 13], or on region selection by rein-
forcement learning [6]. Nonetheless, it strongly differs from
these on a technical level as it only requires minor modifi-
cations of existing object detectors and can be trained with
standard backpropagation instead of discrete optimization
or reinforcement learning. Additionally, ODGI generates
meaningful groups of objects as intermediate representa-
tions, which can potentially be useful for other visual tasks.
For example, it was argued in [28] that recurring group
structures can facilitate the detection of individual objects
in complex scenes. Currently, however, we only make use
of the fact that groups are visually more salient and easier to
detect than individuals, especially at low image resolution.

3. ODGI: Detection with Grouped Instances
In Section 3.1 we introduce the proposed multi-stage ar-

chitecture and the notion of group of objects. We then detail
the training and evaluation procedures in Section 3.2.

3.1. Proposed architecture

We design ODGI as a multi-stage detection architecture
φS ◦ · · · ◦ φ1, S > 1. Each stage φs is a detection network,
whose outputs can either be individual objects or groups of
objects. In the latter case, the predicted bounding box de-
fines a relevant image subregion, for which detections can
be refined by feeding it as input to the next stage. To com-
pare the model with standard detection systems, we also
constrain the last stage to only output individual objects.
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Figure 2. Overview of ODGI: Each stage S consists of a single-shot detector that detects groups and individual objects, which are further
processed to produce a few relevant image regions to be fed to subsequent stages and refine detections as needed.

Grouped instances for detection. We design each stage
as a lightweight neural network that performs fast object
detection. In our experiments, we build on standard single-
shot detectors such as YOLO [22] or SSD [17]. More pre-
cisely, φs consists of a fully-convolutional network with
output map [I, J ] directly proportional to the input image
resolution. For each of the I × J cells in this uniform grid,
the model predicts bounding boxes characterized by four
coordinates – the box center (x, y), its width w and height
h, and a predicted confidence score c ∈ [0, 1]. Following
common practice [22, 23, 17], we express the width and
height as a fraction of the total image width and height,
while the coordinates of the center are parameterized rel-
atively to the cell it is linked to. The confidence score c is
used for ranking the bounding boxes at inference time.

For intermediate stages s ≤ S − 1, we further incor-
porate the two following characteristics: First, we augment
each predicted box with a binary group flag, g, as well as
two real-valued offset values (ow, oh): The flag indicates
whether the detector considers the prediction to be a single
object, g = 0, or a group of objects, g = 1. The offset
values are used to appropriately rescale the stage outputs
which are then passed on to subsequent stages. Second, we
design the intermediate stages to predict one bounding box
per cell. This choice provides us with an intuitive defini-
tion of groups, which automatically adapts itself to the input
image resolution without introducing additional hyperpara-
maters: If the model resolution [I, J ] is fine enough, there
is at most one individual object per cell, in which case the
problem reduces to standard object detection. Otherwise, if
a cell is densely occupied, then the model resorts to predict-
ing one group enclosing the relevant objects. We provide
further details on the group training process in Section 3.2.

Multi-stage pipeline. An overview of ODGI’s multi-stage
prediction pipeline is given in Figure 2.

Each intermediate stage takes as inputs the outputs of
the previous stage, which are processed to produce image
regions in the following way: Let B be a bounding box
predicted at stage φs, with confidence c and binary group

flag g. We distinguish three possibilities: (i) the box can
be discarded, (ii) it can be accepted as an individual object
prediction, or (iii) it can be passed on to the next stage for
further refinement. This decision is made based on two con-
fidence thresholds, τlow and τhigh, leading to one of the three
following actions:

(i) if c ≤ τlow: The box B is discarded.

(ii) if c > τhigh and g = 0: The box B is considered a
strong individual object candidate: we make it “exit”
the pipeline and directly propagate it to the last stage’s
output as it is. We denote the set of such boxes as Bs.

(iii) if (c > τlow and g = 1) or (τhigh ≥ c > τlow and g =
0): The box B is either a group or an individual with
medium confidence and is a candidate for refinement.

After this filtering step, we apply non-maximum sup-
pression (NMS) with threshold τnms to the set of refinement
candidates, in order to obtain (at most) γs boxes with high
confidence and little overlap. The resulting γs bounding
boxes are then processed to build the image regions that will
be passed on to the next stage by multiplying each box’s
width and height by 1/ow and 1/oh, respectively, where ow
and oh are the offset values learned by the detector.

This rescaling step ensures that the extracted patches
cover the relevant region well enough, and compensates for
the fact that the detectors are trained to exactly predict
ground-truth coordinates, rather than fully enclose them,
hence sometimes underestimate the extent of the relevant
region. The resulting rescaled rectangular regions are ex-
tracted from the input image and passed on as inputs to the
next stage. The final output of ODGI is the combination of
object boxes predicted in the last stage, φS , as well as the
kept-back outputs from previous stages: B1 . . .BS−1.

The above patch extraction procedure can be tuned via
four hyperparameters: τlow, τhigh, τnms, γs. At training
time, we allow as many boxes to pass as the memory bud-
get allows. For our experiments, this was γtrain

s = 10. We
also do not use any of the aforementioned filtering during
training, nor thresholding (τ train

low = 0, τ train
high = 1) nor NMS



(τ train
nms = 1) , because both negative and positive patches can

be useful for training subsequent stages. For test-time pre-
diction we use a held-out validation set to determine their
optimal values, as described in Section 4.2. Moreover, these
hyperparameters can be easily changed on the fly, without
retraining. This allows the model to easily adapt to changes
of the input data characteristics, or to make better use of an
increased or reduced computational budget for instance.

Number of stages. Appending an additional refinement
stage benefits the speed-vs-accuracy trade-off fit when the
following two criteria are met: First, a low number of
non empty cells; This correlates to the number of extracted
crops, thus to the number of feed-forward passes of subse-
quent stages. Second, a small average group size: Smaller
extracted regions lead to increased resolution once rescaled
to the input size of the next stage, making the detection task
which is fed to subsequent stages effectively easier.

From the statistics reported in Table 1, we observe that
for classical benchmarks such as MS-COCO, using only
one stage suffices as groups are often dense and cover large
portions of the image: In that case, ODGI collapses to using
a single-shot detector, such as [22, 17]. In contrast, datasets
of aerial views such as VEDAI [21] or SDD [26] contain
small-sized group structures in large sparse areas. This is
a typical scenario where the proposed refinement stages on
groups improve the speed-accuracy trade-off. We find that
for the datasets used in our experiments S = 2 is suffi-
cient, as regions extracted by the first stage typically exhibit
a dense distribution of large objects. We expect the case
S > 2 to be beneficial for very large, e.g. gigapixel images,
but leave its study for future work. Nonetheless, extend-
ing the model to this case should be straightforward: This
would introduce additional hyperparameters as we have to
tune the number of boxes γs for each stage; However, as
we will see in the next section, these parameters have little
impact on training and can be easily tuned at test time.

3.2. Training the model

We train each ODGI stage independently, using a com-
bination of three loss terms that we optimize with standard
backpropagation (note that in the last stage of the pipeline,
only the second term is active, as no groups are predicted):

LODGI = Lgroups + Lcoords + Loffsets (1)

Lcoords is a standard mean squares regression loss on the
predicted coordinates and confidence scores, as described
for instance in [22, 17]. The additional two terms are part of
our contribution: The group loss, Lgroups, drives the model
to classify outputs as individuals or groups, and the offsets
loss, Loffsets, encourages better coverage of the extracted
regions. The rest of this section is dedicated to formally
defining each loss term as well as explaining how we obtain
ground-truth coordinates for group bounding boxes.

Group loss. Let b = bn=1...N be the original ground-truth
individual bounding boxes. We define Aij(n) as an indica-
tor which takes value 1 iff ground-truth box bn is assigned
to output cell (i, j) and 0 otherwise:

Aij(n) = J|bn ∩ cellij | > 0K,with JxK = 1 if x, else 0 (2)

For the model to predict groups of objects, we should in
principle consider all the unions of subsets of b as potential
targets. However, we defined our intermediate detectors to
predict only one bounding box per cell by design, which
allows us to avoid this combinatorial problem. Formally, let
Bij be the predictor associated to cell (i, j). We define its
target ground-truth coordinates B̄ij and group flag ḡij as:

B̄ij =
⋃

n|Aij(n)=1

bn (3)

ḡij = J#{n|Aij(n) = 1} > 1K, (4)

with ∪ denoting the minimum enclosing bounding box of a
set. We define Lgroups as a binary classification objective:

Lgroups = −
∑
i,j

Aij
(
ḡj log(gij) (5)

+ (1− ḡij) log(1− gij)
)
,

where Aij = J
∑

nA
ij(n) > 0K denotes whether cell

(i, j) is empty or not. In summary, we build ground-truth
B̄ij and ḡij as follows: For each cell (i, j), we build the
set Gij which ground-truth boxes bn of ground-truth boxes
it intersects with. If the set is non empty and only a sin-
gle object box, b, falls into this cell, we set B̄ij = b and
ḡij = 0. Otherwise, |Gij | > 1 and we define B̄ij as the
union of bounding boxes in Gij and set ḡij = 1. In partic-
ular, this procedure automatically adapts to the resolution
[I, J ] in a data-driven way, and can be implemented as a
pre-processing step, thus does not produce any overhead at
training time.

Coordinates loss. Following the definition of target bound-
ing boxes B̄ij in (3), we define the coordinates loss as a
standard regression objective on the box coordinates and
confidences, similarly to existing detectors [8, 7, 17, 4, 22].

Lcoords =
∑
i,j

Aij
(
‖Bij − B̄ij‖2 + ωconf ‖cij − c̄ij‖2

+ ωno-obj

∑
i,j

(1−Aij)
(
cij
)2 )

(6)

c̄ij = IoU(Bij , B̄ij) =
|Bij ∩ B̄ij |
|Bij ∪ B̄ij |

(7)

The first two terms are ordinary least squares regression ob-
jectives between the predicted coordinates and confidence



scores and their respective assigned ground-truth. The
ground-truth for the confidence score is defined as the inter-
section over union (IoU) between the corresponding pre-
diction and its assigned target. Finally, the last term in the
sum is a weighted penalty term to push confidence scores
for empty cells towards zero. In practice, we use the same
weights as in [22], i.e. ωconf = 5 and ωno-obj = 1.

Offsets loss. In intermediate stages, ODGI predicts offset
values for each box, ow and oh, that are used to rescale the
region of interest when it is passed as input to the next stage,
as described in Section 3.1. The corresponding predictors
are trained using the following offsets loss:

Loffsets =
∑
i,j

Aij
[ (
ow − ōw(Bij , B̄ij)

)2
+
(
oh − ōh(Bij , B̄ij)

)2 ]
. (8)

The target values, ōh(Bij , B̄ij) and ōw(Bij , B̄ij), for verti-
cal and horizontal offsets, are determined as follows: First,
let α denote the center y-coordinate and h the height. Ide-
ally, the vertical offset should cause the rescaled version of
Bij to encompass both the original Bij and its assigned
ground-truth box B̄ij with a certain margin δ, which we set
to half the average object size (δ = 0.0025). Formally:

hscaled(B, B̄) = max(|(α(B̄)+h(B̄)/2 + δ)−α(B)|,
|(α(B̄)−h(B̄)/2− δ)−α(B)|)

ōh(Bij , B̄ij) = max(1, h(Bij)/hscaled(Bij , B̄ij)) (9)

For the horizontal offset, we do the analogous construction
using the Bij’s center x-coordinate and its width instead.

Evaluation metrics. We quantitatively evaluate the ODGI
pipeline as a standard object detector: Following the com-
mon protocol from PASCAL VOC 2010 and later chal-
lenges [5], we sort the list of predicted boxes in decreas-
ing order of confidence score and compute the average pre-
cision (MAP) respectively to the ground-truth, at the IoU
cut-offs of 0.5 (standard) and 0.75 (more precise). In line
with our target scenario of single-class object detection, we
ignore class information in experiments and focus on raw
detection. Class labels could easily be added, either on the
level of individual box detections, or as a post-processing
classification operation, which we leave for future work.

Multi-stage training. By design, the inputs of stage s are
obtained from the outputs of stage s − 1. However it is
cumbersome to wait for each stage to be fully trained before
starting to train the next one. In practice we notice that even
after only a few epochs, the top-scoring predictions of in-
termediate detectors often detect image regions that can be
useful for the subsequent stages, thus we propose the fol-
lowing training procedure: After ne = 3 epochs of training

the first stage, we start training the second, querying new in-
puts from a queue fed by the outputs of the first stage. This
allows us to jointly and efficiently train the two stages, and
this delayed training scheme works well in practice.

4. Experiments

We report experiments on two aerial views datasets:
VEDAI [21] contains 1268 aerial views of countryside and
city roads for vehicle detection. Images are 1024x1024 pix-
els and contain on average 2.96 objects of interest. We per-
form 10–fold cross validation, as in [21]. For each run, we
use 8 folds for training, one for validation and one for test-
ing. All reported metrics are averaged over the 10 runs. Our
second benchmark, SDD [26], contains drone videos taken
at different locations with bounding box annotations of road
users. To reduce redundancy, we extract still images ev-
ery 40 frames, which we then pad and resize to 1024x1024
pixels to compensate for different aspect ratios. For each
location, we perform a random train/val/test split with ra-
tios 70%/5%/25%, resulting in total in 9163, 651 and 3281
images respectively. On average, the training set contains
12.07 annotated objects per image. SDD is overall much
more challenging than VEDAI: at full resolution, objects are
small and hard to detect, even to the human eye.

We consider three common backbone networks for
ODGI and baselines: tiny, a simple 7-layer fully con-
volutional network based on the tiny-YOLO architecture,
yolo, a VGG-like network similar to the one used in
YOLOv2 [22] and finally MobileNet [29], which is for
instance used in SSD Lite [17]. More specifically, on the
VEDAI dataset, we train a standard tiny-yolov2 detec-
tor as baseline and compare it to ODGI-teeny-tiny (ODGI-
tt), which refers to two-stage ODGI with tiny backbones.
For SDD, objects are much harder to detect, thus we use a
stronger YOLO V2 model as baseline. We compare this to
ODGI-teeny-tiny as above as well a stronger variant, ODGI-
yolo-tiny (ODGI-yt), in which φ1 is based on the yolo
backbones and φ2 on tiny. Finally we also experiment
with the lightweight MobileNet architecture as baseline
and backbones, with depth multipliers 1 and 0.35. The cor-
responding ODGI models are denoted as ODGI-100-35 and
ODGI-35-35. All models are trained and evaluated at var-
ious resolutions to investigate different grouping scenarios.
In all cases, the detector grid size scales linearly with the
image resolution, because of the fully convolutional net-
work structures, ranging from a 32 × 32 grid for 1024px
inputs to 2× 2 for 64px.

We implement all models in Tensorflow and train with
the Adam optimizer [11] and learning rate 1e-3. To facilitate
reproducibility, we make our code publicly available 1.

1Github repository, https://github.com/ameroyer/ODGI

https://github.com/ameroyer/ODGI
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Figure 3. Plots of MAP@0.5 versus runtime (CPU) for the VEDAI and SDD datasets on three different backbone architectures. The metrics
are reported as percentages relative to the baseline run at full resolution. Each marker corresponds to a different input resolution, which
the marker size is proportional to. The black line represents the baseline model, while each colored line corresponds to a specific number
of extracted crops, γ1, For readability, we only report results for a subset of γ1 values, and provide full plots in the supplemental material.

4.1. Main results

To benchmark detection accuracy, we evaluate the aver-
age precision (MAP) for the proposed ODGI and baselines.
As is often done, we also apply non-maximum suppression
to the final predictions, with IoU threshold of 0.5 and no
limit on the number of outputs, to remove near duplicates
for all methods. Besides retrieval performance, we assess
the computational and memory resource requirements of
the different methods: We record the number of boxes pre-
dicted by each model, and measure the average runtime of
our implementation for one forward pass on a single image.
As reference hardware, we use a server with 2.2 GHz Intel
Xeon processor (short: CPU) in single-threaded mode. Ad-
ditional timing experiments on weaker and stronger hard-
ware, as well as a description of how we pick ODGI’s test-
time hyperparameters can be found in Section 4.2.

We report experiment results in Figure 3 (see Table 1 for
exact numbers). We find that the proposed method improves
over standard single-shot detectors in two ways: First, when
comparing models with similar accuracies, ODGI generally
requires fewer evaluated boxes and shorter runtimes, and of-
ten lower input image resolution. In fact, only a few relevant
regions are passed to the second stage, at a smaller input
resolution, hence they incur a small computational cost, yet
the ability to selectively refine the boxes can substantially
improve detection. Second, for any given input resolution,
ODGI’s refinement cascade generally improves detection
retrieval, in particular at lower resolutions, e.g. 256px: In
fact, ODGI’s first stage can be kept efficient and operate at
low resolution, because the regions it extracts do not have to
be very precise. Nonetheless, the regions selected in the first
stage form an easy-to-solve detection task for the second
stage (see for instance Figure 4 (d)), which leads to more
precise detections after refinement. This also motivates our
choice of mixing backbones, e.g. using ODGI-yolo-tiny, as
detection in stage 2 is usually much easier.

VEDAI MAP@0.5 MAP@0.75 CPU [s] #boxes

ODGI-tt 512-256 0.646 0.422 0.83 ≤ 448
ODGI-tt 512-64 0.562 0.264 0.58 ≤ 268

ODGI-tt 256-128 0.470 0.197 0.22 ≤ 96
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.386 0.131 0.16 ≤ 72
ODGI-tt 128-64 0.143 0.025 0.08 ≤ 24
tiny-yolo 1024 0.684 0.252 1.9 1024
tiny-yolo 512 0.383 0.057 0.47 256
tiny-yolo 256 0.102 0.009 0.13 64

SDD MAP@0.5 MAP@0.75 CPU [s] #boxes

ODGI-yt 512-256 0.463 0.069 2.4 ≤ 640
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.429 0.061 1.2 ≤ 640
ODGI-yt 256-128 0.305 0.035 0.60 ≤ 160
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.307 0.044 0.31 ≤ 160

yolo 1024 0.470 0.087 6.6 1024
yolo 512 0.309 0.041 1.7 256
yolo 256 0.160 0.020 0.46 64

SDD MAP@0.5 MAP@0.75 CPU [s] #boxes

ODGI-100-35 512-256 0.434 0.061 0.76 ≤ 640
ODGI-100-35 256-128 0.294 0.036 0.19 ≤ 160

mobile-100 1024 0.415 0.061 1.9 1024
mobile-100 512 0.266 0.028 0.46 256
mobile-100 256 0.100 0.009 0.12 64

SDD MAP@0.5 MAP@0.75 CPU [s] #boxes

ODGI-35-35 512-256 0.425 0.055 0.50 ≤ 640
ODGI-35-35 256-128 0.250 0.029 0.13 ≤ 160

mobile-35 1024 0.411 0.054 0.84 1024
mobile-35 512 0.237 0.026 0.19 256
mobile-35 256 0.067 0.007 0.050 64

Table 1. MAP and timing results on the VEDAI and SDD datasets
for the model described in Section 4. The results for ODGI models
are reported with γ test

1 chosen as described in Section 4.2.



VEDAI
ODGI-tt ODGI-tt ODGI-tt ODGI-tt tiny-yolo tiny-yolo tiny-yolo
512-256 256-128 256-64 128-64 1024 512 256

MAP@0.5 0.65 0.47 0.39 0.14 0.68 0.38 0.10
Raspi [s] 4.9 1.2 0.87 0.44 10.5 2.6 0.70

GPU [ms] 13.9 11.7 11.7 11.7 14.3 8.2 7.0
#parameters 22M 22M 22M 22M 11M 11M 11M

#pixels 458k 98k 73k 25k 1M 262k 65k

SDD
ODGI-yt ODGI-tt ODGI-yt ODGI-tt yolo yolo yolo
512-256 512-256 256-128 256-128 1024 512 256

MAP@0.5 0.46 0.43 0.31 0.31 0.47 0.32 0.16
Raspi [s] 16.4 7.0 4.6 1.8 46.9 12.1 3.4

GPU [ms] 24.5 14.7 18.7 12.0 34.7 16.9 13.5
#parameters 62M 22M 62M 22M 51M 51M 51M

#pixels 655k 655k 164k 164k 1M 260k 65k

SDD
ODGI-100-35 ODGI-100-35 mobile-100 mobile-100 mobile-100

512-256 256-128 1024 512 256

MAP@0.5 0.43 0.29 0.42 0.27 0.10
Raspi [s] 6.6 1.6 17.3 4.0 0.92

GPU [ms] 19.9 17.6 23.1 11.0 9.5
#parameters 2.6M 2.6M 2.2M 2.2M 2.2M

#pixels 655k 164k 1M 260k 65k

SDD
ODGI-35-35 ODGI-35-35 mobile-35 mobile-35 mobile-35

512-256 256-128 1024 512 256

MAP@0.5 0.43 0.25 0.41 0.24 0.067
Raspi [s] 4.1 1.0 6.8 1.5 0.42
GPU [ms] 17.8 17.4 13.9 9.8 9.3
#parameters 800k 800k 400k 400k 400k

#pixels 655k 164k 1M 260k 65k
Table 2. Additional timing results. Time is indicated in seconds for a Raspberry Pi (Raspi), and in milliseconds for an Nvidia GTX 1080Ti
graphics card (GPU). #pixels is the total number of pixels processed and #parameters, the number of model parameters.

4.2. Additional Experiments

Runtime. Absolute runtime values always depend on sev-
eral factors, in particular the software implementation and
hardware. In our case, software-related differences are not
an issue, as all models rely on the same core backbone
implementations. To analyze the effect of hardware, we
performed additional experiments on weaker hardware, a
Raspberry Pi 3 Model B with 1.2 GHz ARMv7 CPU (Raspi),
as well as stronger hardware, an Nvidia GTX 1080Ti graph-
ics card (GPU). Table 2 shows the resulting runtimes of one
feed-forward pass for the same models and baselines as in
Table 1. We also report the total number of pixels processed
by each method, i.e. that have to be stored in memory during
one feed-forward pass, as well as the number of parameters.

The main observations of the previous section again
hold: On the Raspberry Pi, timing ratios are roughly the
same as on the Intel CPU, only the absolute scale changes.
The differences are smaller on GPU, but ODGI is still faster
than the baselines in most cases at similar accuracy levels.
Note that for the application scenario we target, the GPU
timings are the least representative, as systems operating
under resource constraints typically cannot afford the usage
of a 250W graphics card (for comparison, the Raspberry Pi
has a power consumption of approximately 1.2W).

Hyperparameters. As can be seen in Figure 3, a higher
number of crops, γtest

1 , improves detection, but comes at a
higher computational cost. Nonetheless, ODGI appears to
have a better accuracy-speed ratio for most values of γtest

1 .
For practical purposes, we suggest to choose γtest

1 based on
how many patches are effectively used for detection. We
define the occupancy rate of a crop as the sum of the inter-
section ratios of ground-truth boxes that appear in this crop.
We then say a crop is relevant if it has a non-zero occupancy
rate, i.e. it contains objects of interest: For instance, at input
resolution 512px on VEDAI’s validation set, we obtain an
average of 2.33 relevant crops , hence we set γtest

1 = 3. The
same analysis on SDD yields γtest

1 = 6.

SDD γ1 = 1 γ1 = 3 γ1 = 5 γ1 = 10
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.245 0.361 0.415 0.457

no groups 0.225 0.321 0.380 0.438
fixed offsets 0.199 0.136 0.246 0.244
no offsets 0.127 0.127 0.125 0.122

ODGI-tt 256-128 0.128 0.243 0.293 0.331
no groups 0.122 0.229 0.282 0.326

fixed offsets 0.088 0.136 0.150 0.154
no offsets 0.030 0.040 0.040 0.040

Table 3. MAP@0.5 results comparing ODGI with three ablation
variants, no groups, fixed offsets and no offsets (see text).

Three additional hyperparameters influence ODGI’s be-
havior: τ test

low , τ test
high, and τ test

nms, all of which appear in the
patch extraction pipeline. For a range of γ1 ∈ [1, 10],
and for each input resolution, we perform a parameter
sweep on the held-out validation set over the ranges τlow ∈
{0., 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}, τhigh ∈ {0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0}, and
τnms ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}. Note that network training is inde-
pendent from these parameters as discussed in Section 3.1.
Therefore the sweep can be done efficiently using pretrained
φ1 and φ2, changing only the patch extraction process. We
report full results of this validation process in the supple-
mental material. The main observations are as follows:

(i) τ test
low is usually in {0, 0.1}. This indicates that the low

confidence patches are generally true negatives that need
not be filtered out. (ii) τhigh ∈ {0.8, 0.9} for VEDAI and
τhigh ∈ {0.6, 0.7} for SDD. This reflects intrinsic proper-
ties of each dataset: VEDAI images contain only few objects
which are easily covered by the extracted crops. It is always
beneficial to refine these predictions, even when they are in-
dividuals with high confidence, hence a high value of τhigh.
In contrast, on the more challenging SDD, ODGI more of-
ten uses the shortcut for confident individuals in stage 1, in
order to focus the refinement stage on groups and lower-
confidence individuals which can benefit more. (iii) τ test

nms
is usually equal to 0.25, which encourages non-overlapping
patches and reduces the number of redundant predictions.



(a) Ground-truth (b) stage 1: individual boxes (cyan: c ≥ τhigh) (c) stage 1: detected group boxes

(d) stage 1: regions passed to stage 2 (e) stage 2: detected object boxes (f) ODGI: overall detected object boxes
Figure 4. Qualitative results for ODGI. No filtering step was applied here, but for readability we only display boxes predicted with confi-
dence at least 0.5. Best seen on PDF with zoom. Additional figures are provided in the supplemental material.

4.3. Ablation study

In this section we briefly report on ablation experiments
that highlight the influence of the proposed contributions.
Detailed results are provided in the supplemental material.

Memory requirements. ODGI stages are applied conse-
quently, hence only one network needs to live in memory
at a time. However having independent networks for each
stage can still be prohibitory when working with very large
backbones, hence we also study a variant of ODGI where
weights are shared across stages. While this reduces the
number of model parameters, we find that it can signifi-
cantly hurt detection accuracy in our settings. A likely ex-
planation is that the data distribution in stage 1 and stage
2 are drastically different in terms of object resolution and
distribution, effectively causing a domain shift.

Groups. We compare ODGI with a variant without group
information: we drop the loss term Lgroups in (1) and ignore
group flags in the transition between stages. Table 3 (row no
groups) shows that this variant is never as good as ODGI,
even for larger number of crops, confirming that the idea of
grouped detections provides a consistent advantage.

Offsets. We perform two ablation experiments to analyze
the influence of the region rescaling step introduced in Sec-
tion 3.2. First, instead of using learned offsets we test the
model with offset values fixed to 2

3 , i.e. 50% expansion of
the bounding boxes, which corresponds to the value of the
target offsets margin δ we chose for standard ODGI. Our

experiments in Table 3 show that this variant is inferior to
ODGI, confirming that the model benefits from learning off-
sets tailored to its predictions. Second, we entirely ignore
the rescaling step during the patch extraction step (row no
offsets). This affects the MAP even more negatively: ex-
tracted crops are generally localized close to the relevant
objects, but do not fully enclose them. Consequently, the
second stage retrieves partial objects, but with very high
confidence, resulting in strong false positives predictions.
In this case, most correct detections emerge from stage 1’s
early-exit predictions, hence increasing γ1, i.e. passing for-
ward more crops, does not improve the MAP in this scenario.

5. Conclusions

We introduce ODGI, a novel cascaded scheme for object
detection that identifies groups of objects in early stages,
and refines them in later stages as needed: Consequently,
(i) empty image regions are discarded, thus saving compu-
tations especially in situations with heterogeneous object
density, such as aerial imagery, and (ii) groups are typ-
ically larger structures than individuals and easier to de-
tect at lower resolutions. Furthermore, ODGI can be easily
added to off-the-shelf backbone networks commonly used
for single-shot object detection: In extensive experiments,
we show that the proposed method offers substantial com-
putational savings without sacrificing accuracy. The effect
is particularly striking on devices with limited computa-
tional or energy resources, such as embedded platforms.
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Supplemental Material for paper ID 479
Localizing Grouped Instances for Efficient Detection in Low-Resource Scenarios

This complementary supplemental describes experiments for “Grouped Instances for Object Detection in Low-Resource
Systems”. First, we report additional qualitative results of ODGI in Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8.

In Section 1, we report extended results for ODGI with various number of extracted crops in the first stage. In Section 2,
we list values of ODGI hyperparameters we obtain on the validation set, as described in the main paper. Finally, in Section 3
, Section 5 and Section 5 we detail the results of our ablation experiments.

1. Effect of the number of crops, γ1
In Figure 1 and 2, we report on experiments comparing baselines to ODGI for all number of crops γ1 ∈ [1, 10]. For

easier readability, We display results as a 2D plot of MAP0.5 versus computation time (CPU), each value represented as a
percentage of the baseline (i.e. tiny-yolo with input size 1024x1024 pixels for VEDAI, yolo and MobileNet-100 with input
size 1024x1024 pixels for SDD). As expected, increasing the number of crops always increase the final detection accuracy,
although the increase is not worth the additional computational effort in some cases. Nonetheless, the curves corresponding
to ODGI methods are always above the ones for the standard detectors baselines, even for large number of crops, showing
the proposed method is computationally interesting for different budget allocations. For completeness, we also report the
corresponding numeric values to these curves in Table 6, Table 7 and Table 8, as well as the corresponding timings on
Raspberry Pi and GPU.
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Figure 1: Plots of MAP0.5 (left) and MAP0.75 (right) versus runtime (CPU) for VEDAI. The metrics are reported in
percentage, relatively to the baseline run at full resolution. The black dashed line represents the baseline model run at
different resolutions. Each colored line corresponds to a specific number of extracted crops, γ1, each point being a specific
input resolution.
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Figure 2: Plots of MAP versus runtime (CPU) for YOLO and tiny-YOLO based (top) and MobileNet based (bottom) models
on SDD.

2. Hyperparameters
In Table 1, we report the values of hyperparameters obtained from the validation set for all the ODGI 512-256 methods:

τlow is almost always 0, showing that most low confidence patches are indeed true negatives and do not need to be filtered
out. The value of τnms is generally around 0.25, which shows that it is beneficial to prevent patch overlap as to increase the
surface of the image refined by the second stage. Finally, τhigh ∈ {0.8, 0.9} for VEDAI and τhigh ∈ {0.6, 0.7} for SDD. This
reflects intrinsic properties of each dataset: in VEDAI, images mostly contain only few objects which can be covered by all
the extracted crops. It is always beneficial to refine these predictions hence a high value of τhigh. On the more challenging
SDD, ODGI tends to more often use the shortcut for confident individuals in stage 1, and instead focuses on groups and
lower-confidence individuals which can benefit from refinement more.

Note that for the lower resolutions (256-128) we observe the same trends for hyperparameters: values are the same for τlow

and τhigh, while τnms is generally higher (0.5), matching the fact that patches overlap more often at lower resolutions.
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ODGI-yt
512-256
on SDD

τlow τhigh τnms

(1 crop) 0.0 0.6 0.25
(2 crops) 0.0 0.6 0.5
(3 crops) 0.1 0.6 0.5
(4 crops) 0.0 0.6 0.25
(5 crops) 0.0 0.6 0.25
(6 crops) 0.0 0.6 0.25
(7 crops) 0.1 0.6 0.25
(8 crops) 0.0 0.6 0.5
(9 crops) 0.0 0.6 0.5
(10 crops) 0.0 0.6 0.5

ODGI-tt
512-256
on SDD

τlow τhigh τnms

(1 crop) 0.0 0.6 0.25
(2 crops) 0.0 0.6 0.25
(3 crops) 0.0 0.6 0.25
(4 crops) 0.1 0.6 0.25
(5 crops) 0.1 0.6 0.25
(6 crops) 0.0 0.6 0.25
(7 crops) 0.0 0.6 0.25
(8 crops) 0.0 0.7 0.25
(9 crops) 0.1 0.7 0.25
(10 crops) 0.0 0.7 0.25

ODGI-tt
512-256

on VEDAI
τlow τhigh τnms

(1 crop) 0.0 0.7 0.25
(2 crops) 0.0 0.7 0.25
(3 crops) 0.0 0.8 0.5
(4 crops) 0.0 0.8 0.5
(5 crops) 0.0 0.9 0.5
(6 crops) 0.0 0.8 0.25
(7 crops) 0.0 0.8 0.25
(8 crops) 0.1 0.8 0.25
(9 crops) 0.0 0.8 0.25
(10 crops) 0.0 0.8 0.25

ODGI-100-35
512-256
on SDD

τlow τhigh τnms

(1 crop) 0.0 0.6 0.25
(2 crops) 0.0 0.6 0.25
(3 crops) 0.0 0.6 0.25
(4 crops) 0.3 0.6 0.25
(5 crops) 0.3 0.6 0.25
(6 crops) 0.1 0.6 0.25
(7 crops) 0.1 0.6 0.25
(8 crops) 0.3 0.6 0.25
(9 crops) 0.1 0.6 0.25
(10 crops) 0.1 0.6 0.25

ODGI-35-35
512-256

on VEDAI
τlow τhigh τnms

(1 crop) 0.0 0.6 0.25
(2 crops) 0.0 0.6 0.25
(3 crops) 0.0 0.6 0.25
(4 crops) 0.3 0.6 0.25
(5 crops) 0.3 0.6 0.25
(6 crops) 0.1 0.6 0.25
(7 crops) 0.1 0.6 0.25
(8 crops) 0.3 0.6 0.25
(9 crops) 0.1 0.7 0.25
(10 crops) 0.1 0.6 0.25

Table 1: Summary of hyperparameters for the ODGI 512-256 models, optimized on the validation set.

3. Ablation experiments: No Groups
We compare ODGI with ODGIsingles, a variant without group information: the loss term Lgroup in our training objective

disappears and we ignore group flags in the transition between stages. In Table 2 and Table 3, we observe that ODGI
consistantly improves over ODGI singles in terms of detection accuracies for equivalent number of crops, γ1. However, we
also observe that both methods behave qualitatively differently. Intuitively, detecting groups in early stages is more efficient
as larger image regions, accounting for multiple individuals, can be extracted then propagated down the pipeline. Without
that ability, ODGI singles usually require more crops, and thus computation, to achieve similar detection accuracies as ODGI.
On the other hand, ODGI singles focuses on detecting individuals, hence the individual boxes early-exiting the pipeline after
the first stage are usually better individual predictions. Patches extracted by ODGI provide better coverage of relevant regions
than ODGIsingles, but ODGIsingles typically provides more confident individual objects at the early exit of stage 1.

MAP0.5 γ1 = 1 γ1 = 2 γ1 = 3 γ1 = 4 γ1 = 5 γ1 = 6 γ1 = 7 γ1 = 8 γ1 = 9 γ1 = 10
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.2455 0.3188 0.3610 0.3921 0.4148 0.4288 0.4400 0.4479 0.4533 0.4568
no groups 0.2252 0.2788 0.3211 0.3549 0.3806 0.3991 0.4132 0.4240 0.4321 0.4386
ODGI-tt 256 128 0.1278 0.1974 0.2430 0.2733 0.2932 0.3074 0.3170 0.3238 0.3280 0.3311
no groups 0.1220 0.1823 0.2297 0.2597 0.2821 0.2973 0.3088 0.3167 0.3223 0.3265

Table 2: MAP0.5 results. Comparing two ODGI models on the SDD dataset versus their counterpart not exploiting group
structures. ODGI consistantly outperforms the no groups variant for equivalent number of crops.
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MAP0.75 γ1 = 1 γ1 = 2 γ1 = 3 γ1 = 4 γ1 = 5 γ1 = 6 γ1 = 7 γ1 = 8 γ1 = 9 γ1 = 10
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.0399 0.0500 0.0545 0.0573 0.0597 0.0611 0.0621 0.0628 0.0632 0.0634
no groups 0.0346 0.0421 0.0473 0.0513 0.0547 0.0563 0.0576 0.0585 0.0592 0.0599
ODGI-tt 256 128 0.0227 0.0319 0.0374 0.0404 0.0424 0.0435 0.0439 0.0443 0.0445 0.0445
no groups 0.0234 0.0300 0.0348 0.0381 0.0409 0.0426 0.0440 0.0446 0.0449 0.0453

Table 3: MAP0.75 results comparing ODGI to its “no groups” counter part.

4. Ablation Experiments: No Offsets
The rescaling step introduced in the main paper is very fast to compute and yet strongly impacts the detection accuracy.

Intuitively, if the learned scale offsets are too low, the extracted patches might cut objects rather than englobe them, hence
leading to missed detections. If they are too high, the extracted regions become very large, making detection harder for
subsequent stages as their input resolution is smaller. In practice, we set the offset margin δ to 0.0025 in the definition of the
offsets loss (see manuscript), which corresponds to roughly half the average size object size in our datasets.

To analyze the influence of the rescaling, we perform two sets of ablation experiments.
First, we test the model with fixed offsets rather than learned ones (ODGIcst-off), with offset values fixed to 2

3 , i.e. 50%
expansion of the bounding boxes(row fixed offsets), and corresponds to the value of the offsets margin δ we chose for standard
ODGI. As shown in Table 4, this variant is always outperformed by ODGI, which shows that the model benefits from learning
offsets tailored to its predictions. For instance a predicted box which is off-center, with low confidence, might need higher
offsets to compensate. While a box which is already large to begin with should not need to be extended further.

Second, we entirely ignore the learned offsets during the patch extraction step (ODGIno-off). This again negatively affects
the MAP: extracted crops are well localized around relevant objects, but do not actually fully enclose them. Consequently,
the second stage retrieves partial objects, but with very high confidence, leading to strong false positives predictions. Most
correct detections come instead from early-exit predictions at stage 1, hence the MAP does not increase when adding more
crops (see Table 4).

MAP0.5 γ1 = 1 γ1 = 2 γ1 = 3 γ1 = 4 γ1 = 5 γ1 = 6 γ1 = 7 γ1 = 8 γ1 = 9 γ1 = 10
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.2455 0.3188 0.3610 0.3921 0.4148 0.4288 0.4400 0.4479 0.4533 0.4568
no offsets 0.1269 0.1278 0.1270 0.1264 0.1254 0.1247 0.1238 0.1232 0.1225 0.1218
constant offsets 0.1993 0.2286 0.2385 0.2440 0.2460 0.2467 0.1238 0.2460 0.2449 0.2438
ODGI-tt 256 128 0.1278 0.1974 0.2430 0.2733 0.2932 0.3074 0.3170 0.3238 0.3280 0.3311
no offsets 0.0339 0.0377 0.0391 0.0401 0.0401 0.0403 0.0401 0.0402 0.0399 0.0399
constant offsets 0.0882 0.1186 0.1358 0.1444 0.1499 0.1531 0.0401 0.1549 0.1548 0.1544

MAP0.75 γ1 = 1 γ1 = 2 γ1 = 3 γ1 = 4 γ1 = 5 γ1 = 6 γ1 = 7 γ1 = 8 γ1 = 9 γ1 = 10
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.0399 0.0500 0.0545 0.0573 0.0597 0.0611 0.0621 0.0628 0.0632 0.0634
no offsets 0.0212 0.0210 0.0209 0.0208 0.0207 0.0207 0.0206 0.0206 0.0206 0.0205
constant offsets 0.0303 0.0319 0.0327 0.0330 0.0333 0.0333 0.0206 0.0332 0.0332 0.0331
ODGI-tt 256 128 0.0227 0.0319 0.0374 0.0404 0.0424 0.0435 0.0439 0.0443 0.0445 0.0445
no offsets 0.0033 0.0033 0.0033 0.0033 0.0032 0.0032 0.0032 0.0032 0.0032 0.0032
constant offsets 0.0115 0.0144 0.0161 0.0168 0.0172 0.0173 0.0032 0.0173 0.0171 0.0170

Table 4: Comparing two ODGI models on the SDD dataset versus their counterpart with fixed offsets or no offsets at all.
ODGI consistantly outperforms the no groups variant for equivalent number of crops.
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5. Ablation Experiments: Shared Weights

MAP0.5 (γ = 6) no sharing sharing
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.429 0.385
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.307 0.197
ODGI-tt 128-64 0.098 0.051

Table 5: Results of weights sharing exper-
iments on SDD for the ODGI teeny-tiny
models. Sharing weights halves the number
of model parameters but significantly hurts
the model performance

A disadvantage of ODGI as we formulate it in the manuscript is that
requires S backbone networks, one for each stage. While this is accept-
able for lightweight architectures, e.g. MobileNet, this can be prohibitive
for wider and deeper backbones. To palliate this problem, we also experi-
mented with sharing weights across different stages: In this setting, we have
only backbone networks, common to the first and second stages, while only
the last fully connected layer is specific to each stage. We make two obser-
vations: (i) In that setting, it is often beneficial to have a slightly delayed
training schedule rather than train jointly from the start, i.e to first train the
detections for stage 1 only, and after a few epoch to incorporate the stage
2 contributions. (ii) While this decreases the number of model parameters,
weights sharing significantly decreases the detection performance. See Ta-
ble 5 for quantitative results.

In fact, the visual appearance of input images to stage 1 (small relevant regions in large sparse images) and stage 2 (often
densely covered patch pre-selected by stage 1) are drastically different. This can be seen from the qualitative examples in
Figure 4 and following. This introduces a visual domain shift between the two stages which explains why sharing represen-
tations for these two domains might not be adequate. More complex settings, e.g. sharing only the early weights would be
possible but are out of the scope of this paper.

6. Qualitative evaluation of groups
In this section, we briefly discuss the relevance of the ground-truth and predicted groups with respect to the dataset

properties.

Small groups in large sparse areas. In Figure 4 and following, we report examples of groups detected by the first stage
of ODGI on test samples from the SDD dataset (Subfigure (c)). We observe that the detected groups exhibit three nice
properties: First, they are of relatively small size, as a consequence the crops extracted and fed as inputs to stage 2 are well
localized and effectively provide a generous “zoom-in” effect on relevant regions. Second, they contain in general only a
few objects, which makes the detection task for stage 2 easier. Finally, the sparse distribution of objects in the input images
leads to only a few, non-overlapping, generated relevant regions. Combined, these conditions contribute to improving the
speed-vs-accuracy trade-off by providing the second stage with few relevant regions that each contain a detection problem
easier than the one provided to stage 1.

Densely distributed medium-to-large sized objects. In contrast, benchmarks with large objects and dense object distri-
butions, such as MS-COCO, provide drastically different conditions. In fact when objects overlap too densely, the notion of
groups becomes fuzzy and the extracted relevant regions are often quite large and numerous. We show an example of this
in Figure 3 (a). Consequently, the crops received by the second stage often contain a detection problem almost as hard as
the first stage. Furthermore they come in large numbers, which require numerous feed-forward passes of the second stage.
When the object distribution is sparser (Figure 3 (b-c), the detected groups define relevant localized image regions, as was
the case in the aerial view dataset settings. However the objects being quite large to begin with, they are often well detected
as individuals (see third image in each row): As a result, feeding the extracted crop to the second stage might help refine the
bounding box coordinates, however the potential improvement is limited, relatively to the cost of an additional feed-forward
pass, considering that objects in the group are often already well detected at the individual level.
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(a) Dense overlapping results into numerous and large groups that provide limited “time vs detection boost” improvement.

(b) In sparser scenes, fewer groups are detected but they yield large image regions as the objects themselve are quite large to
begin with.

(c) Example with no object overlap: no groups detected.

Figure 3: Qualitative examples of applying ODGI to a dataset with dense distribution of rather large objects such as MS-
COCO. (a) In many cases, objects densely overlap and the ground-truth and detected groups lead to rather large and numerous
image regions that might slightly help detection but come at a high computational cost. (b) For sparser distributions, the
learned groups lead to informative and well localized relevant image regions. Finally (c), when objects do not overlap, with
respect to the grid size (13x13 here), no groups are detected.
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map@0.5 map@0.75 CPU (s) Pi (s) GPU (ms)
tiny 1024 0.684 0.252 1.926 10.473 14.279
tiny 512 0.384 0.056 0.469 2.619 8.158
tiny 256 0.102 0.009 0.127 0.695 6.971

(a) tiny-YOLO baselines results

map@0.5 map@0.75 CPU (s) Pi (s) GPU (ms)
1 crop
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.506 0.256 0.606 3.490 12.836
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.368 0.155 0.164 1.009 11.713
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.301 0.105 0.144 0.844 11.595
ODGI-tt 128-64 0.112 0.019 0.064 0.423 11.620
2 crops
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.588 0.372 0.719 4.193 13.176
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.470 0.197 0.193 1.185 11.692
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.386 0.131 0.155 0.873 11.748
ODGI-tt 128-64 0.143 0.025 0.072 0.444 11.731
3 crops
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.646 0.422 0.834 4.888 13.947
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.510 0.206 0.221 1.327 11.922
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.420 0.143 0.163 0.910 11.702
ODGI-tt 128-64 0.151 0.026 0.079 0.475 11.761
4 crops
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.665 0.435 0.953 5.596 14.374
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.530 0.209 0.250 1.458 11.907
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.433 0.146 0.169 0.981 11.630
ODGI-tt 128-64 0.160 0.026 0.086 0.543 11.482
5 crops
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.683 0.446 1.050 6.323 14.463
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.544 0.214 0.278 1.615 12.251
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.446 0.149 0.177 0.978 12.049
ODGI-tt 128-64 0.166 0.027 0.093 0.527 11.907

map@0.5 map@0.75 CPU (s) Pi (s) GPU (ms)
6 crops
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.691 0.454 1.166 7.026 14.685
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.549 0.216 0.308 1.778 11.970
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.450 0.149 0.184 1.016 12.081
ODGI-tt 128-64 0.172 0.027 0.101 0.559 12.042
7 crops
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.693 0.457 1.287 7.719 14.919
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.555 0.217 0.337 1.933 12.434
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.450 0.149 0.191 1.046 12.111
ODGI-tt 128-64 0.174 0.027 0.108 0.587 11.965
8 crops
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.700 0.461 1.458 8.418 15.841
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.559 0.219 0.365 2.095 12.115
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.456 0.150 0.199 1.160 11.838
ODGI-tt 128-64 0.175 0.028 0.115 0.608 11.647
9 crops
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.701 0.461 1.602 9.121 16.609
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.561 0.219 0.394 2.260 12.606
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.457 0.150 0.205 1.121 12.486
ODGI-tt 128-64 0.177 0.028 0.122 0.652 12.348
10 crops
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.704 0.464 1.705 9.806 17.015
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.562 0.219 0.425 2.420 12.268
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.457 0.149 0.213 1.169 12.354
ODGI-tt 128-64 0.176 0.028 0.129 0.687 12.234

(b) Results for ODGI methods

Table 6: Detailed results for each number of crops γ1 ∈ [1, 10] for experiments on the VEDAI dataset.
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map@0.5 map@0.75 CPU (s) Pi (s) GPU (ms)
yolo 1024 0.470 0.087 6.625 46.935 34.663
yolo 512 0.322 0.041 1.670 12.056 16.872
yolo 256 0.162 0.020 0.459 3.418 13.513
tiny 1024 0.390 0.060 1.926 10.473 14.279
tiny 512 0.241 0.030 0.469 2.619 8.158
tiny 256 0.116 0.010 0.127 0.695 6.971

(a) YOLO and tiny-YOLO baselines results

map@0.5 map@0.75 CPU (s) Pi (s) GPU (ms)
1 crop
ODGI-yt 512-256 0.252 0.040 1.765 12.901 22.625
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.245 0.040 0.606 3.490 12.836
ODGI-yt 256-128 0.142 0.018 0.462 3.707 18.751
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.128 0.023 0.164 1.009 11.713
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.094 0.012 0.144 0.844 11.595
2 crops
ODGI-yt 512-256 0.333 0.053 1.876 13.626 23.219
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.319 0.050 0.719 4.193 13.176
ODGI-yt 256-128 0.205 0.026 0.491 3.896 18.600
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.197 0.032 0.193 1.185 11.692
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.143 0.018 0.155 0.873 11.748
3 crops
ODGI-yt 512-256 0.386 0.061 1.990 14.319 22.807
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.361 0.055 0.834 4.888 13.947
ODGI-yt 256-128 0.245 0.030 0.521 4.053 18.931
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.243 0.037 0.221 1.327 11.922
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.174 0.021 0.163 0.910 11.702
4 crops
ODGI-yt 512-256 0.421 0.065 2.112 15.002 23.713
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.392 0.057 0.953 5.596 14.374
ODGI-yt 256-128 0.273 0.033 0.550 4.202 18.679
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.273 0.040 0.250 1.458 11.907
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.194 0.023 0.169 0.981 11.630
5 crops
ODGI-yt 512-256 0.445 0.067 2.213 15.727 24.654
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.415 0.060 1.050 6.323 14.463
ODGI-yt 256-128 0.293 0.034 0.574 4.374 18.902
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.293 0.042 0.278 1.615 12.251
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.209 0.024 0.177 0.978 12.049

map@0.5 map@0.75 CPU (s) Pi (s) GPU (ms)
6 crops
ODGI-yt 512-256 0.463 0.069 2.351 16.404 24.486
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.429 0.061 1.166 7.026 14.685
ODGI-yt 256-128 0.305 0.035 0.602 4.550 18.745
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.307 0.044 0.308 1.778 11.970
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.219 0.024 0.184 1.016 12.081
7 crops
ODGI-yt 512-256 0.475 0.071 2.427 17.064 25.220
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.440 0.062 1.287 7.719 14.919
ODGI-yt 256-128 0.313 0.035 0.639 4.725 19.286
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.317 0.044 0.337 1.933 12.434
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.226 0.025 0.191 1.046 12.111
8 crops
ODGI-yt 512-256 0.484 0.071 2.551 17.756 25.089
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.448 0.063 1.458 8.418 15.841
ODGI-yt 256-128 0.318 0.036 0.665 4.899 19.212
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.324 0.044 0.365 2.095 12.115
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.231 0.025 0.199 1.160 11.838
9 crops
ODGI-yt 512-256 0.490 0.072 2.685 18.474 25.825
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.453 0.063 1.602 9.121 16.609
ODGI-yt 256-128 0.321 0.036 0.695 5.064 19.038
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.328 0.044 0.394 2.260 12.606
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.234 0.025 0.205 1.121 12.486
10 crops
ODGI-yt 512-256 0.493 0.072 2.824 19.150 26.388
ODGI-tt 512-256 0.457 0.063 1.705 9.806 17.015
ODGI-yt 256-128 0.323 0.036 0.725 5.233 19.120
ODGI-tt 256-128 0.331 0.044 0.425 2.420 12.268
ODGI-tt 256-64 0.237 0.025 0.213 1.169 12.354

(b) Results for ODGI-yt and ODGI-tt methods

Table 7: Detailed results for each number of crops γ1 ∈ [1, 10] for experiments on the SDD dataset with YOLO and
tiny-YOLO based models.
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map@0.5 map@0.75 CPU (s) Pi (s) GPU (ms)
MobileNet-100 1024 0.415 0.061 1.991 17.346 23.102
MobileNet-100 512 0.266 0.028 0.457 4.014 10.980
MobileNet-100 256 0.100 0.009 0.115 0.923 9.494
MobileNet-35 1024 0.411 0.054 0.838 6.792 13.911
MobileNet-35 512 0.237 0.026 0.189 1.506 9.810
MobileNet-35 256 0.067 0.007 0.050 0.419 9.320

(a) YMobileNet-35 and MobileNet-100 baselines results

map@0.5 map@0.75 CPU (s) Pi (s) GPU (ms)
1 crop
ODGI-100-35 512-256 0.217 0.033 0.512 4.424 19.676
ODGI-35-35 512-256 0.181 0.031 0.242 1.992 17.518
ODGI-100-35 512-128 0.160 0.026 0.457 4.170 19.587
ODGI-35-35 512-128 0.138 0.021 0.205 1.685 17.202
ODGI-100-35 256-128 0.122 0.018 0.126 1.099 17.215
ODGI-35-35 256-128 0.103 0.015 0.065 0.616 17.679
2 crops
ODGI-100-35 512-256 0.293 0.041 0.562 4.864 20.201
ODGI-35-35 512-256 0.269 0.046 0.289 2.370 17.573
ODGI-100-35 512-128 0.226 0.033 0.471 4.262 19.944
ODGI-35-35 512-128 0.205 0.030 0.218 1.771 17.345
ODGI-100-35 256-128 0.188 0.025 0.138 1.183 17.501
ODGI-35-35 256-128 0.159 0.020 0.076 0.695 17.429
3 crops
ODGI-100-35 512-256 0.345 0.047 0.613 5.281 19.760
ODGI-35-35 512-256 0.332 0.053 0.335 2.766 17.939
ODGI-100-35 512-128 0.272 0.038 0.483 4.367 19.656
ODGI-35-35 512-128 0.252 0.034 0.234 1.870 17.351
ODGI-100-35 256-128 0.227 0.025 0.152 1.276 17.514
ODGI-35-35 256-128 0.195 0.025 0.089 0.766 17.331
4 crops
ODGI-100-35 512-256 0.380 0.051 0.657 5.728 20.100
ODGI-35-35 512-256 0.378 0.057 0.390 3.184 17.430
ODGI-100-35 512-128 0.301 0.040 0.495 4.489 19.958
ODGI-35-35 512-128 0.287 0.038 0.246 1.983 17.096
ODGI-100-35 256-128 0.255 0.032 0.165 1.378 17.946
ODGI-35-35 256-128 0.218 0.027 0.101 0.853 17.520
5 crops
ODGI-100-35 512-256 0.405 0.053 0.712 6.178 20.189
ODGI-35-35 512-256 0.410 0.060 0.446 3.642 17.883
ODGI-100-35 512-128 0.329 0.043 0.507 4.594 20.164
ODGI-35-35 512-128 0.314 0.041 0.257 2.078 17.225
ODGI-100-35 256-128 0.277 0.034 0.177 1.477 17.343
ODGI-35-35 256-128 0.236 0.028 0.115 0.933 17.360

map@0.5 map@0.75 CPU (s) Pi (s) GPU (ms)
6 crops
ODGI-100-35 512-256 0.425 0.055 0.763 6.631 19.893
ODGI-35-35 512-256 0.434 0.061 0.499 4.086 17.832
ODGI-100-35 512-128 0.351 0.044 0.512 4.686 20.192
ODGI-35-35 512-128 0.329 0.043 0.270 2.163 17.453
ODGI-100-35 256-128 0.294 0.036 0.190 1.553 17.623
ODGI-35-35 256-128 0.250 0.029 0.127 1.007 17.396
7 crops
ODGI-100-35 512-256 0.437 0.056 0.785 7.096 20.020
ODGI-35-35 512-256 0.450 0.062 0.543 4.519 17.639
ODGI-100-35 512-128 0.367 0.046 0.531 4.785 19.998
ODGI-35-35 512-128 0.346 0.044 0.283 2.250 17.111
ODGI-100-35 256-128 0.308 0.037 0.203 1.653 18.121
ODGI-35-35 256-128 0.260 0.030 0.141 1.096 17.340
8 crops
ODGI-yt 512-256 0.484 0.071 3.16 18.26 27.1
ODGI-100-35 512-256 0.448 0.056 0.842 7.553 19.844
ODGI-35-35 512-256 0.461 0.063 0.603 4.956 17.764
ODGI-100-35 512-128 0.380 0.047 0.545 4.880 19.996
ODGI-35-35 512-128 0.361 0.045 0.295 2.359 17.640
ODGI-100-35 256-128 0.318 0.038 0.213 1.751 17.258
ODGI-35-35 256-128 0.269 0.031 0.153 1.193 16.919
9 crops
ODGI-100-35 512-256 0.455 0.057 0.892 7.980 20.206
ODGI-35-35 512-256 0.467 0.063 0.636 5.394 18.002
ODGI-100-35 512-128 0.392 0.047 0.558 4.981 20.516
ODGI-35-35 512-128 0.374 0.046 0.305 2.460 17.501
ODGI-100-35 256-128 0.327 0.039 0.229 1.861 17.746
ODGI-35-35 256-128 0.272 0.032 0.165 1.288 17.814
10 crops
ODGI-100-35 512-256 0.460 0.057 0.936 8.423 20.717
ODGI-35-35 512-256 0.475 0.064 0.704 5.863 18.721
ODGI-100-35 512-128 0.401 0.048 0.569 5.080 20.067
ODGI-35-35 512-128 0.383 0.047 0.314 2.559 17.629
ODGI-100-35 256-128 0.333 0.039 0.242 1.960 17.833
ODGI-35-35 256-128 0.277 0.032 0.178 1.382 17.810

(b) Results for ODGI-100-35 and ODGI-35-35 methods

Table 8: Detailed results for each number of crops γ1 ∈ [1, 10] for experiments on the SDD dataset with MobileNet based
models.
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(a) Ground-truth
(b) ODGI stage 1: detected object boxes

(cyan: confidence above τhigh)
(c) ODGI stage 1: detected group boxes

(d) ODGI stage 1: regions passed to stage 2 (e) ODGI stage 2: detected object boxes (f) ODGI: overall detected object boxes

Figure 4: Qualitative results for ODGI. No filtering step was applied here, but for readability we only display boxes predicted
with confidence at least 0.5. Best seen on PDF with zoom. Additional figures are provided in the supplemental material.
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(a) Ground-truth
(b) ODGI stage 1: detected object boxes

(cyan: confidence above τhigh)
(c) ODGI stage 1: detected group boxes

(d) ODGI stage 1: regions passed to stage 2 (e) ODGI stage 2: detected object boxes (f) ODGI: overall detected object boxes

Figure 5: Qualitative results for ODGI (continued).
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(a) Ground-truth
(b) ODGI stage 1: detected object boxes

(cyan: confidence above τhigh)
(c) ODGI stage 1: detected group boxes

(d) ODGI stage 1: regions passed to stage 2 (e) ODGI stage 2: detected object boxes (f) ODGI: overall detected object boxes

Figure 6: Qualitative results for ODGI (continued).
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(a) Ground-truth
(b) ODGI stage 1: detected object boxes

(cyan: confidence above τhigh)
(c) ODGI stage 1: detected group boxes

(d) ODGI stage 1: regions passed to stage 2 (e) ODGI stage 2: detected object boxes (f) ODGI: overall detected object boxes

Figure 7: Qualitative results for ODGI (continued).

(a) Ground-truth
(b) ODGI stage 1: detected object boxes

(cyan: confidence above τhigh)
(c) ODGI stage 1: detected group boxes

(d) ODGI stage 1: regions passed to stage 2 (e) ODGI stage 2: detected object boxes (f) ODGI: overall detected object boxes

Figure 8: Qualitative results for ODGI (end).
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